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£D ITORIAL
Summer 1998. Will it ever really arrive - time was when my team used to boast that it
never rained when we were dancing. Now there ' s no hope of that being true - it seems
to have rained almost every weekend so far! We never used to plan tours on the basis of
possible wet weather venues but maybe now we should.
The theme to this issue seems to be along the lines of "morris manners" and evolution .
The scope is from basic behaviour on tour to how you use other people's material Times have changed since a team went out once a year doing "their" dance which had
been handed down only by "oral tradition" Jerry West wonders when is it acceptable to
"borrow" something novel you really like in another team ' s repertoire and to what extent
should you modify it so that it becomes your own?!
How much do you care about your audience - do you tum up at the advertised time? I
Do you make sure the audience - when you have one ( apart from your groupies) - can
see you? Do you let them know what's happening - announce the dances etc? While
(almost) none of us are professional, a true "performance" lifts things wonderfully. One
of the teams I have most enjoyed seeing this year caught my attention because of their
obvious interest in giving a performance rather than just running through a few dances.
Real entrances and exits!
The world has become a much smaller place - if the number of travelling teams is
anything to go by. Simon Pipe comments on a couple of visiting American teams - my
own team also hosted one of them and had an extremely enjoyable, if brief, time with
them. And they are not the last to visit England this year - Half Moon Sword from New
York are probably preparing to travel as I write, since they are appearing at Sidmouth
this year. The opportunities for exchange of material are greater than ever . However , as
George Frampton reflects, some events can become victims of their own success and a
morris event may get overwhelmed by the sheer numbers wanting to attend.
May the rains stop for long enough for us to dance this summer. If you do have to stay
in because of the rain - write me a letter!

Beth
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FLATTERYOR FOR6ERY?
Where does building on the tradition stop, and plagiarism start ?
The scenario : you're at a major event - a Festival, perhaps - watching other sides dance .
The next side come forward : they're dressed in the "usual" kit for your style of Morris ,
and in colours similar to your own. They start up a familiar tune and proceed to do the
dance that you know goes with it. ..
"THf:Y'Rf: PlAYING OUR TUN£ ... "

But what if you had created the dance? Naturally you might be surprised to see "your"
dance performed by another side, but once the surprise has passed , what emotions might
replace it?
Anger at the theft of something you worked so hard to perfect?
Irritation that all your efforts can be so easily ripped off by a single video cameraman?
Contempt that the other team cannot even devise their own dances?
Disappointment that you're not credited at all?
Disgust that they haven't even tried to disguise the theft by making some changes?
Outrage that they are dancing this dance with no understanding of its history : that you
created it for a special reason?
or, perhaps ...
Pleasure that others recognise your dances to be worth doing?
Delight that something you've created has made its mark on the Morris scene?
Pride in being able to say: "I had a part in that!"

"THf:Y CANNOT Bf: S£RIOUS ... "

Now imagine you're the newly appointed squire of a recently formed Border side: this is
your second full season dancing out. You were originally founded by the local Vicar,
who got roped into a set by a visiting team at a fete and caught the bug . You dressed in
rag coats and blacked your faces because that's what you were told Border sides did and
you chose your colours to match those of the town coat of arms. You chose some
dances you liked from a video of "good" Border sides and found a musician who could
pick up the tunes . Your aim in the first year was to raise money for the Church roof
That's what you did, by dancing everything that came your way and some that didn't.
The second season flowed naturally from the first , but now the side has a life of its own:

you are dancing more because you want to . You are starting to devise your own dances ;
not many and they aren't as good as the ones from the video, but they're okay. You still
raise a lot of money for charities, but you've started to go to Festivals and tour with
other sides. Last week you danced out with a "white shoe" Cotswold side - first time
you'd seen one: weird , hardly Morris at all!
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Practice night: you arrive early but find the Bagman already there . Looking worried. He
hands you a letter. It's from a side a long way away you've never heard of before.
Apparently they saw you dancing at that Mayday festival, and were not amused . Because
you were dancing their dance, to their tune , and your kit colours are approximately the
same as theirs ...
At first you think the letter is a joke ; it's written in language that Sir James Fraser would
have been proud off - and perhaps the Spirit of the Wicker it refers to is gin! But you reread it, and the more you look at it the more it appears to be a crude threat, demanding
that you cease dancing your current repertoire and change your kit.
How do you react?
TH£ CAS£ FOR TH£ f'ROS£CUTION

Well, for sake of an argument , let's marshal the points that might be used ' against' one
team copying a dance performed by another side. Consider how you might feel if it was
your dance ...
Firstly, you sweated blood to get that dance right. Are your efforts to be for naught ?
That tricky bit of syncopation in the sticking... what right has anyone else to your
research and creativity? We know this isn't a new problem: lawyers have been growing
fat for years on long-running suits for breach of copyright or patent. But interestingly
enough, the laws are designed not to prevent others using your ideas, but only to ensure
that inventors are rewarded for their work(l ). Is there an equivalent idea in a noncommercial framework such as Morris?
Well, even if the law cannot be made to apply, there is some tradition that a side has a
right to keep their dances private - just as Lionel Bacon honoured the request of the
Abingdon and Chipping Camden men that their dances not be published in the Handbook
of Morris Dances because "the men from those towns claim copyright ... and prefer they
remain unpublished". Let's assume you don't intend to teach the dance and have marked
the archive copies of your notation(2) as "not to be disclosed". So far as you know , noone from the side, past or present , has run any workshops or taught any of your dances.
Your intent to keep them private is quite clear.
Now, what about your image? It's probably taken the side several years to get to the
stage it is now, when you are recognised at Festivals and here are these upstarts wearing
kit not all that dis-similar to yours , dancing what appears to be one of your dances ...
So, do you have a ' right' to stop others dancing your dances without your permission?
What about parts of your dances? The tunes you use? Your style of kit?
HISTORICAL CONT£XT { 3)

Since the Morris is tightly bound to notions of'tradition' , what precedent is there from
the past?
First, there is evidence of strong rivalry between village teams , both formally - when
competing for prizes - and informally: the disparaging stories told about ' foreign' teams
and even reports of stand-up fights. One can easily imagine the reception that would
have been awarded to any team cheeky enough to perform a dance 'belonging to'
another.
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Close inspection, however, supplies conflicting evidence: we also know that Cotswold
teams in the nineteenth century adapted dances from each other. We can infer a crossfertilisation of ideas as a natural consequence of the sharing of musicians, but we also
have evidence that dancers from one village would be invited to teach the team in
another(4) . The apparent contradiction can be resolved if you remember that (a)
although there is evidence of the existence of hundreds of teams in the South Midlands
there were only a relatively small number active at any one time and (b) personal
experience or oral tradition was the only way of learning any Morris dance at that time.
Let me argue then, that no nineteenth century team would have wanted to copy another
active team, but that learning dance elements from other teams was considered, if not
standard, then at least not unusual, practice .
Now to the twentieth century, where the history of the Morris revival is inextricably
linked with the publication of dance notations . Writing of his decision to publish
notations for the previously unpublished Cotswold traditions of Abingdon and Chipping
Camden, Tony Barrand suggests that :"...omission of these notations would severely diminish the usefulness of this
collection for scholarly research especially when films and printed descriptions of
the dances have been publicly available for several years"(5) .
Although primarily concerned with his own research , Barrand is continuing the work of
Sharp, Neal and others: making specific dances available to those who could not
otherwise have danced them. In his other writings( 6), Barrand clearly considers the
Morris as a multi-way exchange : the individual gains the delight of participation , their
community gains from the performance, and the Morris gains from the cross fertilisation
made possible by the excellent communication tools now available to us. Many sides
have taught workshops at Festivals based upon the same premise : that there is no harm
in others using their dances for the basis of future development.
So let me argue that in the twentieth century, it has become commonplace for notation to
be widely ' published', and for sides to be actively encouraged to take ideas from all
sources . But we are talking about copying without permission: either deliberate flouting
or unintentional breech .
TH£ PA C£ OF CHANG£

It is not just the culture and conventions surrounding the Morris that have changed in
two hundred years . In the nineteenth century dance could only be learnt by personal
tuition, by mimicry or by creating from scratch (would that have been considered
'proper' morris by their contemporaries?) At the tum of the twentieth , one of the
problems facing the early collectors was the need to invent a notation to describe what
they were seeing, so that it could be written down.

Today, of course, we have not only pen and paper, we have the tape recorder and the
video camera . Furthermore , we have institutionalised

the ' publication' of dances through

workshops and Festivals as well as on paper, film and now the Web. Not only is tuition
comparatively widespread , but mimicry no longer requires personal contact , only a TV
screen or an Internet link.
As we move into the twenty-first century, the issue of copying has been brought sharply
into focus by technological advance and, in particular, the World Wide Web. Here is a
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technology that gives anyone who can afford a small computer and a telephone line the
ability to create and publish their own work.
Previously, publishers needed massive investment in capital equipment and distribution
channels. But the new publisher is not just doing what the old has always done ... now
new works can be created which ' contain' (by linking to) other publications: but this is
not just a copy: in creating that particular mix of information, a new work of value might
have been created . But no permission has been sought (or has been required) to establish
the link that brought the original work ' into' the new.
It is this same ' Intellectual Propert y Rights' issue that we had to grapple with ever since
the Morris Ring published Bacon's Handbook of Morris Dances (which was itself based
on a collection of other works , forced by the available technology to be contained
physically within hard covers) . I am of the opinion that the resolution of the argument for
the Web will so impact the social and legal attitudes of us all that it will inevitably affect
the way we see copying of dances.
It's always been possible to copy another side; as Tony Barrand puts it: "a public
performance of a Morris team is not a state secret". But today, we can travel further,
quicker and take more accurate recordings easily and cheaply. Furthermore , you don't
need co-operation to make a recording , even if this does not endear you to the people
being copied ! John Kirkpatrick describes the frustration well:
"I personally became violently incensed at the battery of cameras, tape recorders
and notebooks that were blatantly ripping off our dances when we first appeared at
folk festivals. I couldn't understand why people did not want to go back to the
sources and formulate their own ideas. I was appalled by their laziness and lack of
imagination. The whole thing was so precious to me, I was deeply hurt that people
did not have more discretion and respect for what we were trying to do"(7}
Many of us can empathise with this heart-felt emotion . So why do we allow this? We
might not want to make Morris a state secret, but we could attempt to apply copyright
laws or peer-group pressure to penalise copying ... Why don't we insist that everyone
goes back to the original sources?
f:YOU JTION HAf'lPf:NS, f:Yf:N IF Y OU DON'T Bfil.1£V £ IN IT

Many of us would agree that re-interpretation of original source material can prove
fruitful. But how many would suggest that we must return to these sources each and
every time? Progress would be frustratingly slow if you couldn't build on the work of
others. The key word here is of course, "build". If we like what we see from Border
Morris sides today, this is due in large part to those sides building on the ideas initially
expressed by Shropshire Bedlam, Silurian MJv1and others .
You can make similar comments about Gloucester Old Spot, Wakefield, Seven
Champions, and others. Roy Dommett has commented that much of today's Border
Morris "owes a lot to the spirit of the past but not the substance"(8). I take this to mean
in part that the success of the Border revival is due to the willingness of sides to evolve
something new and exciting: a process started by taking the bare bones of the original
sources and clothing them in the flesh of the imagination.
A side with the wish to build something new will beg, steal or borrow ideas from
anywhere and may not be too fussy how it does it. Similarly, a side aiming to reproduce
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a tradition is by definition building on someone else's work (probably Bacon or Sharp).
But in all cases, how a side chooses to discover and learn dances is a reflection of the
side's image of itself and its aims. I believe that the individual personalities within the
team, and the idiosyncratic features of their environment will inevitably ensure it evolves
into something unique. The dance notations (even when video'd) are only part of the
whole picture: again, Barrand puts it well. ..
"...the details of what to dance are only a small part of the network of interactive
factors which shape a Morris performance or custom. Who dances, how they
dance, when they dance, where they dance, why they dance, and for whom they
dance all contribute to the way it looks and to what it means. 11 (ibid).
The Morris is evolving and this evolution is being accelerated by the application of
intellectual process (we are thinking more about what we do, how, and why) and by the
comparatively large number of sides active over the last twenty years. Not only is it
easier to record ideas on which to build, there are also more ideas about. There is no
significant peer pressure in many sides to condemn copying, because it has become
(perhaps an unconscious) part of the environment; there is an atmosphere of give and
take . But sometimes the taking is thoughtless and sometimes the giving is resented .
BUT WHffiE 00 WE DRAW THE LINE?

So if evolution is inevitable, and the cross-fertilisation of ideas is a major part of the rate
of change, and there is no significant peer-pressure to prevent sides incorporating moves
taken from other teams into their repertoire , are there any limits to what should be
copied?
Is it time to redraft the premise that dance notation (however acquired) is ' free' for use
without effective restriction? To use peer-pressure and establish new conventions which
' outlaw' explicit copying? To force more innovation to see where the Morris goes from
here? Introduce performance-related pay for foremen, perhaps !
So where do we draw the line? What do we accept - and therefore what is
unacceptable? What elements of a dance, side or repertoire can be copied and what is
sacrosanct? I don't think there are any black and white answers, but here are a few topics
for the after-practice pub session ...
Does it matter more, or matter less, if the target is a 'traditional' Cotswold side, or
a 40 year old ' revival' side or a university side that changes membership every three
years?
Did the "one team - one dance" approach of North West sides dancing in
competitions at the tum of the century give them more rights over that dance?
Does it still apply to sides of any sort who create their own dances?
How much of the dance must be copied before legitimate "building on tradition"
becomes "blatant rip-off 1? If you take the tune as well, does that alter your
answer?
Does changing the tradition (for a Cotswold side) make stealing the chorus
acceptable?
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What if the genre does not have ' traditions' (e.g. North-West or Border) i.e. the
' granularity' of performance is the dance, not the chorus or the stick rhythm or the
' slows'?
How does copying another side differ from taking choreography from a nonMorris performance?(9)
Do we acknowledge the phenomenon of ' simultaneous inspiration': an idea only
comes into existance when there is a critical mass of thought on the topic - and so
the same idea will often be discovered independently ( or rather, in parallel) by
different groups ?
and what if ...
you effectively invented/popularised the whole genre yourself, even if it was based
on original source material (e.g. Seven Champions)? How do you treat imitations?
How does the second such side ever get launched?
you wrote the tune yourself, or perhaps ...
you created the dance to commemorate a dead friend?
and finally...
What if you're a brand new side - your Vicar knew a good thing when he saw it
- what do you do about that Morris video that was given to you ...?

Answers on a postcard , please to the Editor , Morris Matters .
Jerry West

July 1998

Notes
1. Good news : under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, copyright holders
(here, the person who created the work) have the right to prevent other people from
performing it in public without permission. Performers also have the right to stop any
person making a recording of their live performances without their consent. Further ,
it's a criminal offence (up to £2,000 fine and 2 years in prison) to make a recording of
a
live
performance
(without
consent)
for
commercial
purposes .
More good news, the high court has ruled that "what is worth copying is worth
protecting " and that something is a copy if it comes "so near to the original as to
suggest the original in the mind of anyone seeing it". Further, copyright is infringed
not

only

by

the

copier , but

by

anyone

who

sells

or

imports

the

copy .

Bad news : a Morris side which copied a dance can hardly be said to be doing so for
commercial purposes ("by way of trade") . So if they did not take the video used to
learn the dance, and are not selling it, are they in breach of the Act? Also, what's the
common law interpretation of ' performance'? Does it have to be within a defined area
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to count (e .g. a theatre) . Is a performance in the street ' intended for publication'
rather like a letter to a newspaper , and hence outside the scope of copyright?
Interestingly, my summary of the 1988 Act does not mention dancing per se: only
ballet, opera and other staged works. Music is comprehensively covered, as are
literary works (so your written notation is copyright even if your dance is not) ; the
other categories are dramatic work , artistic work , recordings and broadcasts ,
computer programs .

More bad news: only original works are eligible for copyright (and how do we define
original in the context of the Morris revival and the oral/written tradition?) and there
is a convention that copying for personal study and research is acceptable provided
certain rules of ' fair dealing' are observed .
Still more bad news : it's not clear if a written notation of a dance made at a
performance counts as a recording under the Act - it certainly cannot be used , in
itself, to reproduce your work for public performance (as, for instance a video could).
A video recording certainly does count , you can stop them. Of course , if you so much
as touch the cameraman you 'd probably be committing an assault. I imagine ( caveat :
I'm not a lawyer) the correct procedure is to have them arrested and charged under
the Act. A bit drastic , perhaps, especially if the Act only provides recourse against the
cameraman if they are acting "by way of trade" . My summary notes are not clear if
this is the case , but it would seem likely.
Having a right under law and being able to enforce it are two different things'
2. You have filed copies of your notation with the Federation or the Ring, haven't
you ...? There's a leaflet available from the Morris Archive Group on keeping side
archives as well - contact your Morris organisation .
3. The historical context is limited here to what is known or can be inferred about
' Cotswold' teams extant during the nineteenth and the early part of the twentieth
centuries . I'd be interested in hearing about similar details for the North-West and
Border styles of dance.
4 . Chandler ; "Ribbons , Bells and Squeaking Fiddles" , pub. Folklore Society , Hisarlik
Press , 1993. p181-182.
5. Barrand ; Introduction to "Roy Dommett 's Morris Notes", Second Edition , CDSS of
America , 1986 . p . vi.
6. (e.g.) Barrand ; Six Fools and a Dancer , Northern Harmony Publishing , The Book
Press , 1991.
7. Kirkpatrick ; "Sheepskins" (from the sleeve notes of the cassette version) , Squeezer ,
1988.
8. Dommett ; Note entitled "Border Morris" ; 1983, Privately published (distributed at
workshops etc.) .
9. In the film "Strictly Ballroom", the (fictional?) shackles of accepted conformity in
Ballroom Dance are blown apart by the vitality and innovation that only the folk
process can provide. If you haven't seen the film, do so!
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THE WHITTLESEY STRAW BEAR FESTIVAL ~ AN UPDATE
At the Whittlesey Straw Bear Festival of 1991 - its tenth anniversary - my booklet
covering its Tradition and Revival was published ,. Eight more festivals have passed
since comment was made about its development. 1998 saw one more key change , which
provided ample excuse to update the reader on this major event of the Morris Calendar
For the benefit of newcomers , the Straw Bear festival was the brainchild of Brian Kell,
formerly of the Sallyport Sword dance team , who found himself employed with the Land
Registry in Stevenage and later at Peterborough . Upon taking up residence in nearby

Whittlesey
, he suggestedto the localhistorysocietythat the festivalbe revivedafter he
heard the relevant passage on Ashley Hutchings' Rattlebone and Ploughjack record
released in 197 5.
In 1980, he shuflled off through the town accompanied by a group of helpers including
th~ Stevenage Swor-d -danc"ff-s, the Northampton rnerri-s men and Rt1t-land merri-s men .
During the intervening ten years , the festival became a showcase for local morris teams ,
. By
especially the nascent Melly dance -g-r-oup-swhich were being formed in East Angl-i-a
the late 1980's , it had reached its present size, with the town's population increasing by
around almoot-a thou-sanclduring t-he day. Envoi!
In the final paragraph of the booklet - which can now only be obtained from the
Wlµt-t-leseaSociet y, c/o The Town Hall , Market Street , Whittlesey , Peterborough PE7
IBA, for £1.50 , Brian noted in a letter to me, "As to the future , I have not run out of
ideas , just the -ability to put them into -practice .. I fo-ok to -other bodies in the town to -tak-e
up the event and make it what they will, leaving the Society to continue what they are at
the -present. When I reach my -threescore -and ten, my --dreamis-( l ) there wi:H-be a straw
bear and (2) a Kell will be driving him" .
The -second part of Brian '-s <lr-eam-became a reality -during -the 1992 -f-est-i-valwhen his
youngest son, 7 year old Jon , was dressed in a straw suit alongside his similarly-clad
father , beginning a trad-i-t-ionof a -straw bear cub w hich-eon-t--inues-unt
-i-1 to<lay . Jon ' s elder
brother , Douglas , acted as minder. I was told that Douglas is a hay fever sufferer , so
coul-d not -take -part as a ·str-aw bear-himself I recaH fon Kell as a cheeky young bey who
loved life and who had a lively sense of humour , but history must have record that he
didn '-t have his deserved share of-it. H-ewas diagnosed in -Spring1993 as having a W-ilms
tumour of the kidney and died in August 1994 aged 10 years , having pluckily danced out
-ead-i-erthat year-before his illness was diagnosed as terminal.
as the -bear cub at -he f-est-i-val
His memorial is the Beastly Trail Letter Box set up on Dartmoor dedicated to the
Malcolm -Sargeant-Caneer Fund for -Chi-l-dren.
However , the tradition of the straw bear cub has persisted . Douglas ' s friend, Thomas
Sennett took part in the bear in l-994 -and l-995. 'f-he limiting factor no w -was -that if the
tradition of the bear cub was to continue , then the size and proportion of it would have
to be thought -through . -In l-997, the task went to 11 -year ol-d Elizabeth Walker t yes- a
girl!], the daughter of Phil Walker (born 1954) who had taken part as one of the senior
straw-bea-rers since -l-994 Times had moved-on indeed!
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In 1996, Brian Kell was no longer inside the bear. Whether or not he decided that
sixteen years continuous service and now aged 45 years was long enough, I confess I
never thought to ask him. However , the tasks of straw bearer were now shared between
Phil Oldfield ( who has done the job since 1986) and Phil Walker.
Brian brought up the rear of the procession that year, with a huge
smile and wide-brimmed hat - no black make-up or tatter- coat - just
himself with all his kudos!
For a long time now, the presence of professional performers in the
Folk Arts, including children' s street theatre , was promoted as much
as the on-street dancing. Since 1994, a booking of some kind of Cajun or mid-West
band had been part and parcel of the evening functions, in keeping with the enthusiasm
for that sort of music. Even Pete Shaw, a founder member and musician of the
Peterborough Morris Men, had been found guilty of forming his own Harrison Shaw
Cajun Band!
Comment must be made of how Molly dancing has developed since my booklet was
published. One illustration used shows the then Ouse William Morris Dancers (sic)
performing their Plough dance outside the 'Hero of Aliwal' . I remember speaking to
Tony Forster at around that time, who commented that he couldn't see how Molly
dancing be developed in Cambridgeshire for the foreseeable future - although he was in
transition between acting as the Old Hunts Molly and going over full-time to his own
Yaxley team .
Years later, the Ouse William group from Downham Market in Norfolk made a policy
decision to embrace the local tradition and abandon Cotswold morris in toto. Following
Molly dance workshops held in the Norwich area led by Dave Dye of the Seven
Champions, other teams seemed determined to strike out and "do their own thing" In
the vanguard of this were the Norwich-based Shitwitches, the Yaxley morris dancers
who go out during the winter months as Pig Dyke Molly, and the Hageneth Morris Men
from Haughley who do a mixture of Welsh border and Molly. The Ouse William
experience is probably long forgotten , but it led to one or two resignations by people
who had their reservations of the wisdom of abandoning the bells and hankies, although
it doesn't seem to have done the team any harm. In fact, they now cherish their new
identity as the Ouse Washes Molly Dancers.
As a Molly dance showcase today, the Whittlesey Straw Bear Festival has no equal.
This year ( 1998) it attracted a team from the USA ( Handsome Molly) as well as all the
other teams who had given it their commitment over the past 13 years. I confess that I
didn't see Handsome Molly at all, primarily because I am starting to suffer from John
Motson syndrome, whereby it is difficult to differentiate between one black-faced team
and another - I mean - which one's Molly? Ho ! Ho! Seriously, I feel that there is a need
for some of the teams concerned to attain an identity distinctive from others by way of
their kit as well as their dance - Pig Dyke ' s "anything black and white goes " is quite

amazing - but I'm blowed ifl can tell the difference between the two Norfolk teams from
a distance.
Quite honestly, whilst I have stood back and applauded the adoption of the local
tradition, I regret that it has been an extension of what the Seven Champions now
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perform. Somehow I would have wished that someone /anyone else had based their
dances on the original notation, style and tradition in the area rather than build on an
interpretation from "furrin' parts". In a way, I rather more respect the way how the
Good Easter molly/Plough gang have chosen to develop - or not! They travel up by
coach from the Thaxted area, with a sloe gin breakfast - wonderful I

As with most festivals which survive the test of time, Whittlesey has acquired its own
' fringe' . At first this comprised teams who just turned up on the day, rather than be
booked for the festival. The policy had been for the Whittles Society to cater with tea
and biscuits at 3 :30pm at the Ivyleaf Club after the final procession for a prescribed list
of guests. The remainder slotted in where they could - or where the beer was best.
Traditions within traditions were bound to occur - some of which are recognised by the
organisers and incorporated into the festival One that springs to mind is how Stevenage
dance inside the Market Street fish and chip shop in a most incongruous spectacle - but
the chips are wonderful too! I first encountered Mepal Molly in 1984 when they
performed their four-hand reel inside ' The Boat' and this had remained something of a
tradition as well. The landlord at the 'Bricklayers Arms' produces his own resin-based
Straw Bear brooches to complement the official issue on a yearly basis.
Teams were at liberty to literally follow the bear, or go their own way. In fact, nearly all
of them take the route slightly ahead or behind him. I had thought that , with twelve pubs
en route which are presumably open between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. or later, there would be
ample scope for the two dozen or so teams to dance safely during the day without
upsetting anybody. Ironically, there is also a Greene King pub called 'The Straw Bear'
in the Drybread housing estate, but this is rather out on a limb compared to the other
town pubs. So, what is Frampton getting at and why does he deem 1998 to be such a
pivotal year?, I hear you ask.
When I rang up Brian to verify the date of the festival - which is based on the local
plough blessing ceremony at the church (Plough Sunday), rather than the weekend
before Plough Monday where the two differ - he told me that there was something like a
complaint from the local constabulary . Perhaps 'complaint' was too strong a word , but
apparently it ran something like one bobby asking Brian who that team over there was and he couldn't answer/vouch for them . In mitigation, the police are required at least to
oversee that the main A605 and the B 1040 roads , along which five of the pubs are
situated, are clear for traffic. Mindful that in 1909, " a zealous member of the police
force had tried to put down the straw bear" for a totally different reason, it appears that
it was felt timely to regulate the event to secure its future.
The upshot of this was : out with much of the fringe and all teams had to be accounted
for. The programme for 1997 [ believe it or not] contained only 16 teams known to be
taking part , without taking into account the many others who busk. The 1998 souvenir
programme

listed 21 and Sue Swift claimed to me that hers had not been permitted to

participate because they were too late in applying. I also noted that Phil Watson ' s
Cambridge team Scragenz had withdrawn this year, although he told me that he felt it
was time for a rest . A scrutiny of both this and the detailed programme gives many a
clue as to the massive support , organisation and sponsorship that is now required to
stage the event at all. Not only are there special constables on hand to close roads to
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traffic as and when required [especially to enable crossing the busy Peterborough Coates road] but members of the Whittlesea Society - including Brian - dressed in yellow
' dayglo' yellow tabards and armed with mobile phones act as stewards/programmes and
badge endors/information points along the route.
Before the start of this year' s procession , a medallion was presented to Bernard East ,
who has spent the last ten years leading the bear. Brian declared that Bernard would like
to see the procession from the outside next year for a change. I would assume that
feelers will be put out to find someone from among the Whittlesea Society ranks to lead
the bear next year. As has become traditional , the first procession takes place at around
10.45a.m. leading from the Ivyleaf social club, across the main road, and into Market
Street, to the Buttermarket Square.
However , unlike previous years, where the score or so of teams have had to wait their
turn to dance at this location, it had been agreed to split the crocodile into five handbags
of three or four teams per parcel dancing on sites along the route which had been closed
off to traffic for the first time ever. Billy Crawford assured me that Stevenage still did
their chip shop rapper performance, although Simon Ritchie commented to me that his
Good Easter team had chosen to abandon their customary opening performance at the
'Bricklayers Arms' (not en route) adding that he was only too pleased they were now
officially part of the Festival,. As I had mentioned in an earlier issue of Morris Matters
(volume 16, number 2), I am now an honorary member of Mepal molly, who I know
start their day at nearby Eastrea rather than in Whittlesey itself - another tradition. We
were only allocated one dance stand in the town itself, and that at the 'New Crown ' at
lunchtime - if I repeat this stand next year, I'm taking a hip flask - paint stripper has a
greater appeal to me than their beer.
One more change thought necessary was that in between the Market Street stands and
the pubs north of the main road , the procession reconvened in toto, to recross the main
road, then purl off to the 'New Crown ', 'Ram', 'Morton's Fork ', or wherever. In
particular, the car park of the ' Old Crown ' which had formerly comprised a natural and
central arena for the gathered morris/molly teams in the past - this year, it was the
preserve of three designated groups . Similarly, after lunch, the teams reformed and
processed to honour the stands in the south end of the town - I don't think Gracious
Street had ever seen such a mass of people before - the procession at this point had
dwindled down to just the straw bear retinue and plough!
Determined to reach ' The Boat' and assess if it had returned to normality - it hadn't - I
had the good fortune to see a mummers play being performed in the car park, although I
never did discover the name of the group concerned, as well as watching Old Glory
perform their own interpretation of molly. And that was almost that for this year!
I bumped into Phil Oldfield in the Square at the last stand, relaxing after his morning
session inside the bear , He asked me whether I had had a good day and acknowledging

my honest Washingtonian response , he admitted that "the festival had become a victim of
its own success". Yes, I had had a good day, and would rather had been there for one of
my own causes celebres than be at, say Aldershot Recreation Ground to see my
favourite football team beat the pants off Grays Athletic in a top of the table clash!
Perhaps it was only me, but I had felt that the regulation of the festival's participants was
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a severe pity compared with its previous air of informality _ Couldn 't people - even
morris dancers , including morris dancers after a few drinks - be entrusted with a few
ounces of good old common sense rather than try to stop any irate 4x4 driver lawfully
heading off towards Ramsey without necessary due regard? Do we have to legislate out
all possible risks to satisfy the police? I have to admit, I have a number of vested
interests - as the Straw Bear biographer , as a participant , as a real ale connoisseur etc_
The parting shot came unexpectedly at the end outside 'The George' on the Market
Square. Usually the place is buzzing after the final stand - this year the pub clientele
comprised half a dozen local youths playing the gaming machines and a new landlord
who didn 't quite understand what Straw Bear Saturday was all about. Next year , chum,
you will, Oh yes, you will!
I expect that some readers of this article could be more than a little bemused by some of
my attitudes . First: the festival is Brian Kell's baby, so what he says goes . He ' s a friend
of mine. Okay? He lives in the area. He knows the people worth knowing . Although
he doesn 't participate as such now , local people expect him to act a guide in some way
or another. I was somehow intercalated between a Whittlesey local and a Blackheath
morris man some years back ( in the gents loo at the 'Old Crown ' as I recall it) and the
latter expressed his pleasure in comparing the Straw Bear to their Jack in the Green "Ah" the fenlander said, "but Brian's brought the straw bear back to Whittlesey!" What
pride there was! One thing that I have learnt in 21 years of association with the morris is
that I find the buzz of the associated event more resonant than any single participant or
dance group within it. No matter how well any one particular team dances, their
performance could be nullified if the atmosphere is subdued for any reason beyond their
control.
This is not to say that Whittlesey has progressed beyond its sell-by date - I wouldn't dare
show my face north of Royston again if I was to hint at that - but I felt that if (say) the
squire of each team taking part was held responsible for the conduct /sobriety of his
colleagues in the face of whatever the police might have been objecting to in the first
place - including their own decision whether to dance in the road , the car park , or in the
pub itself, then the solution found at Whittlesey this year might yet devolve back to its
former more relaxed framework. When all is said and done , only Brian Kell, the
Whittlesea Society and the Cambridgeshire County Constabulary can decide that.
Laterally thinking, if that is the way the bigger Morris Ales with nee-festival status might
progress into the new millennium, you heard the warning bells first - from me. Be
warned!
So there I was. Back on a bus, heading towards Peterborough and the train home - and
it wasn't even 4 o' clock. S'thing funny ' s going on. , Whatever happened to my usual
biennial argument with someone in the 'Morton ' s Fork'? ( see Morris Matters Volume
15, Number 2) . Whither tradition?
15th January 1998

George Frampton

P.S. For anyone who may feel affronted , none of the rhetoric above really deserves
answering - by definition. I've known you all for far too long to crave alienation! Que
sera, sera!
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OUT ONOUROWN
We were asked by the editor to contribute an article as a 'new team on the scene' so I have
reproduced the (edited) scrap book entry of our first tour , held earlier this year.

A BRIE.F INT RODUCTION ...

Insword was formed about 2 years ago after several of the members had attended a
Sidmouth rapper workshop run by Sallyport . We are Cotswold dancers by training and,
mostly, new to rapper . The members are far-flung from Devon to Kent so we practise once
a month, during the winter. We had danced out a few times last summer, as part of other
tours , but decided we would have our own Tour earlier this year.
Due to other team commitments , Friday night was chosen and we planned a walking tour of
Wokingham. Unfortunately , we realised, town pubs on Friday nights are taken over by the
young set and not the place for nervous sword dancers! Instead , we looked at rural pubs
around Maidenhead. I cheated and used 3 pubs that the Morris team visit, plus a fourth
'unknown ' with a decent floor. The main problem was that when looking at pubs for a
morris team I was looking for tarmac car parks and not wooden floors - consequently 2 of
the pubs had carpeted floors. Still, our stepping is not our best feature ... yet.
ONTO TH f: EYf:NT S OF TH f: NIGHT ...

Friday 8th May
We met around 8pm at the ' Shire Horse ' with all the long distance travellers (and wigs)
arriving intact. We even brought our audience in the persons of Jameson, Simon and
Malcolm (all of Berkshire Bedlam and/or Hart & Sole - Ed) . Resplendent in our new green
and white socks, we decided to perform the dance (without the aid of a practice) in the
' Shire Horse ' in the exact spot that Northgate Rapper had performed 2 years previously.
The TV sound was turned off and, with no more reasons to delay, we performed our dance.
Great! It seemed to work , all the crucial parts remembered , and not too many quick turns to
redo any wrongs! Even the handful of regulars seemed to enjoy the experience - or was it
Sally Wearing that they appreciated ? (I think the pink dress was the right choice .)
Malcolm had to leave us - would we manage with one less audience? Our next pub stop was
the ' Stag and Hounds '. We had a choice of venues - outside on the patio , inside on the
Lounge bar carpet or in the skittle alley? We also had plenty of audience, including my
daughter Elly' s teacher! Sally was asked if she was a natural blonde, which made her night
and Sue Goodchild managed her first run through of the dance. The dance seemed to be
well received wherever we danced it - probably because it's so short . . . It felt better
dancing inside with the audience close up . The landlady invited us back another time maybe next year?
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Onto the ' Cricketers'. While setting up the tour , I envisaged a maximum of 30 minutes at
each pub plus a little bit of sitting around "killing time". I had mentioned to the landlord of
the ' Cricketers ' that we would tum up around 9.30pm - although we might not turn up at
all if our long-distance travellers had been held up! When we arrived (at 9.50pm) our
performance had been advertised . Our first "proper " mention: "Insw9rq" sword dancers at
9.30pm. (Thank heavens we turned up!)
We decided to dance outside the pub and then inside. We were getting so brave. Then,
before we danced outside, we had a little dither deciding which way was up until a mass
exodus of rugby players come out to watch us. Suddenly we had audience on 3 sides. Then
we danced inside - in the bar that the rugby players had exited - so we had enough room! I
felt that was the best performance of the night or maybe it was the effect of the
glass of wine I had just drunk . Then outside to chat with the audience and the
landlord (who also invited us back again) before dragging the others off to the
final spot. We left Jameson and Simon behind at this point - thanks, lads - we
should be able to manage on our own now .
The last spot was the 'Horns'. It was a pub I discovered while walking in the area and I
noticed that the restaurant floor was tiled . The landlord was happy for us to dance there as
long as it was after 10pm. We arrived about 10.20pm (I was realising that rapper time is
much the same as morris time .. .) and there was an audience of diners all ready for us . "Be
quick", whispered the chef, "as they've just paid and might be leaving". The audience made
themselves comfortable and gave us a wonderful reception . It was afterwards that we found
out they were Rumanian and believed that the entertainment had been provided especially
for them. They asked to have photos taken with us and taught us some of their dancing, then
started singing - memories are made of this!
We had time for a final huddle . We had danced our dance 6 times in
total and not made any serious mistakes. Jethro speeded up the
music through the course of the evening and Sally perfected her
patter . Not bad for a first tour!
June 1998

Jill Griffiths
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SIMON PIPE REFLECTS.......
I wrote an article for a local magazine the other day and began it with a verse from The
Happy Man, one of the old Adderbury songs. It's attributed to one of the village
dancers , and reading the words , one might fancy he was singing about a night out with
the morris .

How happy's that man, that's free from all care,
Who loves to make merry, who loves to make merry
'Or a drap of strong beer
With his pipe and his friends, puffing hours awtry
Singing song after song, 'ti! he hails the new day
He can laugh dance and sing, and smoke without fear
Be as happy as a king, 'til he hails the new year.
The pipe referred to is clearly the whittle and dub, which is still puffed to good effect
in Adderbury , and I suppose the "smoke" must be a reference to the steam that rises at
the end of a night when a dancer takes his shoes off But as for the singing .... anyone
would think it had become socially unacceptable. Perhaps it's because I go out with the
wrong teams , but these days I seldom see the fake beams tremble above a roaring
rustic chorus of Sloop John B, and it's a tragedy that would be worthy of the direst of
ballads, if one felt the urge to dirge .
Yet it was the singing, more than the dancing itself, that really drew me into the
morris . The Frome Valley men rolled up at the village pub one night and treated us to
one of the the finest demonstrations of the capering arts ever to be executed on a
steepish slope. But it was only afterwards when the beer flowed, and so did the songs ,
that I was caught. The musicians squeezed the last fluid ounce from their boxes and
Lenny Leggett sang The Ugly Ducking ("Danny Kaye nicked this from me but I think
you'll like my version , because it's rude") and it felt like I'd tumbled on some some
secret society. Which I had, of course .
Thereafter it seemed that every morris night I ever went to , with Frome Valley or
Great Western or whoever , the air was filled with improbable harmonies and every
throat proclaimed how its owner liked to rise when the sun she rose , early in the mawaw-rung.
Bloody liars, the lot of us, but it was wonderful.
Cornish nights with Trigg Morris were my favourites. When Vic Legg and a few
others sang there was joy all around. I don't remember folk songs featuring very
much, unless you counted Lonnie Donegan. It takes a worried man to sing a worried
song, as Vic sang often .. ... but on Thursdays the only worry was that the singing
might stop long enough for the landlord to cry Last Orders . And "Time, gentlemen ,
please" was taken to mean "Time, gentlemen , please , for a twenty-minute medley of
the skiffie greats ."
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In the evening, by the moonlight, you can hear those Trigg men singing .....

Every man knew every word , and then it would be Goodnight , Irene, and then
Goodnight Ladies, and merrily we'd roll along.
But nowadays, as often as not, the dancing ends and the musicians go into an exclusive
huddle and by closing time, half the dancers have already gone home. Once, that
would have been unthinkable. The best sessions give space to singers and musicians,
and everyone's happy (even the poor punters, I dare say). Without the singing there's
not the same sense of unity; of conviviality; of all being pals together. There's no
euphoria.
In my tyro days, in the early Eighties, the singing was as vital a part of the morris as
the fool or the beast. And in my view, when the singing's absent, so is a vital part of
the spirit - of the morris and of the team.
I expressed this view the other day to a dancer from a side that was having a
recruitment crisis, and ventured the thought that teams that sang might be more
successful at attracting newcomers , because they had more fun. Maybe the same spirit
infected their dancing, too .
The team in question was a non-singing side. Almost. I won't name it, for fear of
spoiling the surprise for anyone yet to enjoy it. But I was told how one member of the
side would bide the evening away, and then stand to give an awesome rendition of
Danny Boy, the like of which you wouldn't expect to hear in a pub. Me, I was nearmoved to tears, simply hearing the story on the phone . Fancy not being a singing side,
I thought , when one of your dancers was a professional opera singer.

I'd not long returned from my first-ever visit to Hastings at the beginning of May - a
brilliant weekend of morris and more - when a Jack-in-the-Green came to my own
doorstep . Actually it came in a small padded envelope in the hands of a postman who
had lamentably failed to drape himself with foliage for the occasion, but it was an
exciting visitation nonetheless : the fourth album from the Oxfordshire group Magpie
Lane.
One of their previous albums , Speed The Plough , had been praised thus in Sing Out!

magazme:
"If there were a pub session in heaven, it would sound like this. "
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If you're familiar with Magpie Lane - they've gone down a storm at Sidmouth and
Towersey - you need only know that in my opinion the new Jack-in-the-Green album
is every bit as good as those that have gone before . I'm no music expert , though , so
that's as much critique as you'll get from me.
Once again, the album features some morris content , and once again, I much prefer it
to material I've heard on albums such as Morris On. It's just a personal view, but I'll
venture that this is because the band stays closer to the style and instrumentation of the
music as it's actually played for dancing . Listening to it on a CD, though , can be a
revelation: dancing Bampton Flowers of Edinburgh , for instance , was always such an
effort that I never really noticed the beauty of the tune , but here it shines through.
This particular track revels in the lively fiddling of Matt Green , of Bampton fame - he
danced and played it simultaneously on Whit Monday this year, and the same feat is a
highlight of Magpie Lane's seasonal concerts in Oxford .
The other morris tunes featured on the new album are The Cuckoo's Nest from
Sherborne and The Rochdale Coconut Dance . Most of the remaining material is
drawn from Magpie Lane's celebrated Maytime concerts , and thus has a summer
flavour.
The band was formed almost inadvertantly. "Magpie Lane first came together ,"
producer Tim Healey tells me, "solely to record an album of Oxfordshire songs and
tunes , The Oxford Ramble . We'd no plans at that time to do anything more than a
couple of promotional concerts and go our separate ways . We weren't even sure, at
the outset , whether to give the band a name . But the gigs went so well, and the album
got such favourable reviews , that we decided to continue on a seasonal basis." Which
is happily in keeping with the seasonal nature of the morris, of course .
Tim didn't say in his letter exactly why the album was recorded in the first place . I do
recall that he did the research himself and extracted material from the traditions of the
Oxford colleges, for instance , as well as the more-conventional folk sources. But out
of that "one-off' enterprise have come the band's regular Christmas and Maytime
concerts at the Holywell rooms in Oxford , which have a cult following, and also the
Beautiful Jo record label, which Tim runs .
Morris tunes featured in The Oxford Ramble include Old Molly Oxford , Princess
Royal, Wheatley Trunkles , and Banbury Bill; Old Tom of Oxford is played on Sam
Bennett's fiddle, which had been loaned by Arnold Woodley ofBampton.
There's also an Adderbury medley from "guest" fiddler Chris Leslie, whose own fiddle
jig is a highlight of the Adderbury Day of Dance each April. Personally , I wish more
teams featured such "speciality items" in their repertoire.
It's all great stuff, with the second album, Speed The Plough , extending beyond
Oxfordshire but otherwise continuing in the same vein, with four morris tunes . Album
number three , Wassail! A Country Christmas , is understandably slightly different in
character.
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"The morris content crept in, Tim's letter continues , "because Oxfordshire folk music
incorporates such a strong morris element , and most of the band members have some
sort of morris background . Ian Giles was with Ducklington . I can't remember who
Tom Bower was with. And Joanne Acty had some sort of morris background with a
women's team in Kent. 11
I seem to recall band member Andy Turner ( also of the dance band Gecko es) doing a
skit called The Rapper Rap on an Oyster tour many years ago. This was about a
decade before I actually found out what rap was.
"We've maintained a strong morris element because it adds an extra dimension to our
11
repertoire , says Tim. "Besides Matt's jig, and occasional jigs by Andy and Ian , we
have our own 'obby 'oss (dubbed Shergar) , who features at Maytime concerts
alongside our Jack-in-the-Green. Christmas concerts have often included the Bampton
Mummers' Play. 11
Magpie Lane first appeared on CD in 1993, but I suspect the band's not as well known
as it deserves to be among the morris community . In fact, I'd go as far as to say
they've done the morris a service by helping many outsiders - and me too , even - to a
greater appreciation of its musical wealth .
There's a curious omission in all this, however , that leaves me strangely uneasy.
four albums , they've never once done The Wild Rover.

In

Doubtless it'll be the title track on album number five .
What I'd really love would be a new album devoted solely to morris-related material.
It needn 't feature only the dance music . There could be songs such as The Nutting Girl,
and not merely the brief snatches of chorus sung at the start of the Adderbury dances ,
but the full lyrics. And maybe some of the classic session songs . But with none of the
electric folk-rock treatment they 've had in the past , thanks. If there has to be a drum
beat , let it be the haunting beat of a tabor.
Computer-simulated , of course .

I once knew a professional clown by the name of Kevin Brooking, a beguiling
American who never quite seemed to slip out of the foolish state. He told me how on
visits to the bank , he'd use the pen on the counter and then pop it into his top pocket.
His business done , he'd tum to leave , and be jerked back by the little chain securing the
pen to the counter . He did it, he said, because it created a small moment of magic for
the person who saw it.
I've since come to feel the best encounters with the morris are those that have that
same feeling of something special about them. When the magic works , I'm sure it has
more to do with the setting and the occasion than with anything as prosaic as the
technical quality of the dancing. The magic 's more likely to work on a weekday
evening at some out-of-the-way pub than on the main stage at a big festival.
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There'll always be the sour-souls who brush straight into the bar without a pause. A
good session should have the same magic for a person who stumbles upon it by
chance, but again, there's no pleasing some people.
A few days ago I blundered into a back room of a pub, well away from the dancing
outside , and found two of the finest fiddlers in England engaged in the most
breathtaking duet ; it seemed it was as much as they could do to stop the music boiling
over .
A head poked round the door , and quickly retreated . "Don't worry," the barmaid was
heard to say in the next room , "they're going in a minute ."

If two members of one of the greatest of all folk bands can get a response like that , I
don't think morris teams need feel so bad . Some people just don't want any magic in
their lives.

The best apres-morris singing I've enjoyed in the past couple of years has involved
visiting American teams . The first occasion was with Wake Robin and Grand Union
Rapper by the canal-side last summer. I sang for the first time in years , and the great
thing is that Wake Robin have gone back home to America, so I'm unlikely ever to
hear the tape recording they made.
The second was in June this year, with the Minnesota Traditional Morris Men one
balmy weekday night. They'd just been to the Chipping Campden Ring meeting and
were full of enthusiasm for the "brotherhood" of the morris (doubtless the kind of
brotherhood that embraces both sexes). I'd run into them ahead of the evening's
dancing while cycling home from work , and they'd said how they hoped there 'd be a
good singing session in the pub that evening.
The dancing was terrific, full of character and performed with more open enjoyment
than you'd normally get from an English side. One of the best dances featured a kind
of Mexican wave that swept down one side of the set and up the other , followed by a
call that brought grins all round from the audience . The shout wasn't "half gyp" or
"rounds", but "freestyle!" For just a few bars the set disintegrated as they all did their
own thing . It was a hoot , but I suppose that now Minnesota have done it, no one else
will be able to .
We finally made it into the pub, and the singing didn't disappoint. We even ended the
night with a poem . Best of all, though , was the Minnesota fiddler's party piece: Ladsa-Bunchum , I think it was , played in whate ver style we yelled out . We had French

Canadian, Ukrainian Cossack , Kletzmer, I believe even flamenco. It was only when I
got home I wished I'd called out, "Whale song."
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I have in front of me a morris handout that tackles the Big Question as deftly as any
I've seen.
Where did the morris come from? No one really knows; probably it came from the
same place as the English themselves; that is, from some other place. By now it hardly
matters ; what's important is that you enjoy watching us as much as we enjoy dancing
for you .
As America's oldest side, the Pinewoods Morris Men of Massachusetts have had a
good thirty-four years to think up that one. They've just completed their fourth UK
tour , and their dancing was full of assurance. Two of them stayed in our humble home
(next time I'll buy some decent coffee) and they were great company.
On the final evening it emerged that one of our guests, David Conant , was a thirdgeneration morris dancer - the first in America. His father, Rick, had fooled with
Pinewoods ; and Rick's mother was Lily Roberts, one of the disciples sent out to the
United States by Cecil Sharp during the First World War. David says he won't
pressure his own children to dance (when have I heard that before?), but I couldn't
help reflecting that his oldest son, at five years old, has almost reached the age at
which David began learning his first double-steps.
I've been trying to write a handout myself, and I'm beginning to think I'll need thirtyfour years to get it right. One of the drawbacks of a being called The Outside
Capering Crew is that the name doesn't convey as much to an audience as, say,
Yourtown Morris. I mean, what is a caper? Having looked it up in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary, I'm very tempted to write that it's the pickled bud of Capparis
spinosa, and leave people scratching their heads (you stick it on a pizza).
I liked these definitions, though:
caper - 1 a playful jump or leap
2 a fantastic proceeding; a prank
Not quite the way dear Cecil would have put it.. ...... .
Simon Pipe

July 1998

Find Magpie Lane on the World Wide Web: www.bejo.co.uk.
249194 (Beautiful Jo Records).

Telephone 01865

Beautiful Jo have also put out Chris Leslie 's own album of astounding fiddle playing,
with pianist Beryl Marriott.
For those within reach of Oxford, the band's Christmas concerts are at the Holywell
Music Room on December 20 and 21. Get your tickets in advance !
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LETTERS
From Norris Winstone :

Kemps Men have a large variety of
trades
or professions
vicar,
pharmacist,
teacher ,
researcher,
builder, computer buff, postman ,
librarian, lecturer , electronic engineer,
doctor , food processor - this mixture is
better than, say all teachers , and
encourages good companionship and
plenty of ideas.

"WHY DO SOM£ Tf:AMS Dlf:/FADf:
AWAY "'?

Kemp's Men - not again - ( the
author's note - not mine ! Ed.) - have
been dancing for 42 years and have had
their ups and downs , at one time going
down to 5 dancers and a musician

February 1998
At present the age range is 28 to 85;
the reasons we keep going are :

[Editor ' s note - this may be an
apocryphal story, but I heard of a team
where most of them were librarians and
as such found it hard to fit in some
bookings and practices because of the
shifts they had to work. Any other
teams have similar problems?]

:>we never have punch -ups
:> new men are always welcomed
:> we

have a variety of events - a
Kemps Kamp every two years, a Whit
tour and trips abroad

From George Frampton:

:>we insist on a good

standard
MORRIS AND TH£. INTf:RNf:T - A
CAUTIONARYTAJU:

:>young musicians are encouraged
:> we co-operate with other local clubs
and give help if it is needed

As you all know , the world is divided
into two factions - cat owners and cat
haters form one example; Internet users
and non-Internet users is another . I fall
into the latter category at the moment
since my skinflint company refuse to
grant me access to it, nor are they
prepared to pay me ample so I can
afford it at home .

:>we have a good

social atmosphere at
practices and events

:>we are open to

new ideas

:, if there are sufficient new recruits , a
separate session is organised until they
can join the main club
There are three of the founder members

However , what this letter is concerned
about is the excesses which Internet
users employ to the detriment of

still active enough to dance or play . I

others , of which I fall victim and stand

have a melodeon session at my house
once a fortnight to help young players
of any local team get started - thank
goodness the neighbours enjoy it!

accused of victimising others! Envoi ...
At one time, in the Seven Champions
distant past it was proposed to publish
a booklet about themselves . This never
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happened as such but following a
lecture I did at CECT AL, I re-compiled
the script as a booklet and had it
published at 50p a throw around the
ales and festivals which I attended , also
for mail order purposes. It was all pin
money really, so I wasn 't going to jack
in my day job as a result of it.

July 1998

set up by Rod Stradling - via the Ezine, "Musical Traditions ", and had
been copied and passed on. I didn't
actually give Rod perrruss1on to
broadcast this letter to a wider
audience, but again I don 't suppose I
would have objected . So now I was in
the proverbial shit because of my overenthusiasm !

At Sidmouth last year, I was departing
in the pissing rain down the hill from
the Bawd Marquee to the main road,
when I was halted by a relative
newcomer to the Champs [sorry, my
failure to associate names with faces
was, and still is, legendary] . He told
me that he was handling the Champs
Web site ( !!) and what I thought he
asked me for was permission to publish
extracts from my booklet for use on it.
I saw no objection to that , of course.
One month later , I find through a third
party that the whole thing was now on
line, in what I view as a breach of my
copyright.

Two examples where over-zealous
(mis)use of the Internet can cause grief
I was warned by my boss at a
Performance Appraisal(!) that using an
E-mail system to convey an idea can
mutate a message away from its
original meaning,. It can also mask the
sense in which it was written and
appear needlessly aggressive relative to
the open and friendly way intended.
Oh well, I had been warned in the latter
example!
That said, once information gets onto
the Internet , despite the best of
intentions, it cannot be retracted easily.
My copyright has been infringed and I
risk losing a friend due to a total
misunderstanding . I would suppose
that the obvious solution is that written
permission is sought to avoid any such
unpleasantness , but then again, life's
too short . However.. ....

I recently had a letter of complaint
from a friend of mine [ who I hope still
regards himself as such], whom I cited
in a letter circulated to a working
collective of researchers/archivists into
Traditional Song formed at Cecil Sharp
House last September . The meeting
concerned was very upbeat and there
was a corporate wish to encourage and
foster like-minded people to have their
collections copied and placed m a
notional National archive.

February 1998

from Roy Dommett
(an abstract of a longer letter)

I won't go into greater depth [ because
I had promised anonymity] except to
say that this friend objected to the way
I had used his case study as an example
without his permission. There was a
tautology in my expression which was
open to misinterpretation. It had only
become known in the first place
because my letter to the collective
appeared on the Internet via a Web site

PUTTINGMORRISIN THE.SHADE.

Dancers may have noticed that the time
to "burn" in sunlight, typically about 20
minutes, seems to match the length of a
typical outside show; yet little is done
to counteract the effects.
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Natural Protection Time depends on
skin type , time of year, time of day and
latitude , It can be as short as only 5 to
10 minutes for a very fair skin which
hardly ever tans , but no more than 45
minutes for one that tans very easily.
No-one stays young forever. Many of
the obvious signs of ageing on faces
and hands, the exposed parts of the
body , are due to sun damage from
over-exposure to the sun through many
years. Experts now say that a tan, for
so long thought to be healthy and
attractive , is a sign of skin damage.

'
....._

Dancers must expect some exposure in
the summer if they dance near midday
or in the afternoon . If this is to be a
regular part of the summer programme ,
dancers should consciously allow the
time for the exposed skin to build up its
own defences. They should cover up
and stay in shade in between dances
and shows. Hats are important even if
not worn during dances.
Careful
attention to costume , for example, long
sleeves, choice of materials and
looseness of fit and the use of
sunscreens are obvious self -helps .

/

NOTICEBOARD

For those who have enjoyed Andy
Hilditch ' s cartoons of Pub Morris - if
you are interested in getting your team
"framed" then get in touch via the
Editor . He can work from video or
photos .

I hear on the grapevine that the
Wantage morris weekend at the
beginning of October 1998 still has
several places not yet filled .
For
anyone who is still interested , contact
Tony Forster on 01733 345883 or
write to 9 All Saints Road ,
Peterborough PE 1 2QT .
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POSTSCRIPT= INSPIRED BYMlY
SON•••••
We won 't be doing much this year
My mum said to my dad
I should have known she spoke in jest
Oh what a year I've had
She' s taken me to all the tours
They dance both day and night
Clashing sticks - their aim impaired
When there isn't enough light
We went to rainy Downes-on-Tour
But did I make a fuss?
Why bother with the dancing
When there's singing on the bus
To Hart and Sole we also drove
They gathered quite a crowd
Mum got lots of dancing done
But their drummer was SO loud!
Another tenth birthday tour
They seemed to talk all day
A few dances outside the pub
When do I get to play?
Mum ' s panicking - there ' s only six
To dance - so no-one ' s free
To get the books and nibbles out
And look after little me!
I get some puzzled looks
From staff at my nursery
"What did you do at the weekend "
"Went to pubs - oh two or three! "
I saw some men in white
With sticks . To show I knew
I said "Morris Dancers ?"
"N o, that's cricket - silly youl "
At last - the team ' s weekend

at home

I get to stay with Dad
But they all come back to socialise
And talk of the fun they' ve had.

Ghost written for Duncan , aged 3
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